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Abstract

We present a coupled finite element spectral boundary integral framework for modeling sequences of earthquakes and aseismic

slip on a 2-D planar rate-and-state fault with off-fault visco-plastic response in the plane strain approximation. The model

resolves both slow aseismic deformation and inertia effects during rapid slip. We perform two sets of simulations with different

choices of cohesion. The first set implements a relatively large value of the cohesion parameter, which results in limiting inelastic

strain accumulation to dynamic rupture phases. The second set implements a smaller cohesion, allowing for plastic strain to

accumulate in both the seismic and aseismic phases of the earthquake cycle. For the first model, our results indicate that the

extent and distribution of plastic strain depend on the angle of maximum compressive principal stress. At larger angles, inelastic

strain accumulates on the extensional side of a dynamically propagating rupture. At smaller angles, the extent of plasticity is

limited to the compressional side of the domain. At smaller cohesion values, off-fault plasticity may occur during the aseismic

phases of the earthquake cycle, which alter the nucleation and earthquake sequence pattern. Furthermore, our results at lower

cohesion values indicate that plastic strain accumulation may occur in both the extensional and compressional sides of the off-

fault bulk even at higher angles. This produces damage patterns that deviate from the traditional off-fault fan-like distribution

observed in dynamic rupture simulations and emphasizes the significance of long-term deformation in interpreting observations.
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Key Points:7

• A hybrid finite element boundary integral method for earthquake cycles with off-8

fault plasticity in a 2-D in-plane setting.9

• At higher cohesion, plasticity is limited to the co-seismic phase on the extensional10

side except for low angles of maximum compression.11

• At lower cohesion, plasticity accumulates aseismically altering nucleation and lead-12

ing to heterogeneous damage patterns.13
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Abstract14

We present a coupled finite element spectral boundary integral framework for mod-15

eling sequences of earthquakes and aseismic slip on a 2-D planar rate-and-state fault with16

off-fault visco-plastic response in the plane strain approximation. The model resolves both17

slow aseismic deformation and inertia effects during rapid slip. We perform two sets of18

simulations with different choices of cohesion. The first set implements a relatively large19

value of the cohesion parameter, which results in limiting inelastic strain accumulation20

to dynamic rupture phases. The second set implements a smaller cohesion, allowing for21

plastic strain to accumulate in both the seismic and aseismic phases of the earthquake22

cycle. For the first model, our results indicate that the extent and distribution of plas-23

tic strain depend on the angle of maximum compressive principal stress. At larger an-24

gles, inelastic strain accumulates on the extensional side of a dynamically propagating25

rupture. At smaller angles, the extent of plasticity is limited to the compressional side26

of the domain. At smaller cohesion values, off-fault plasticity may occur during the aseis-27

mic phases of the earthquake cycle, which alter the nucleation and earthquake sequence28

pattern. Furthermore, our results at lower cohesion values indicate that plastic strain29

accumulation may occur in both the extensional and compressional sides of the off-fault30

bulk even at higher angles. This produces damage patterns that deviate from the tra-31

ditional off-fault fan-like distribution observed in dynamic rupture simulations and em-32

phasizes the significance of long-term deformation in interpreting observations.33

Plain Language Summary34

Geological observations of fault zones show that typical fault zones consist of a dam-35

aged core that has different properties from those of the surrounding host rock. These36

damage zones can alter the nucleation, propagation, and the timing of seismic events.37

Due to insufficient data, our understanding of the mechanisms for damage accumulation38

and evolution over an earthquake cycle remains in its infancy stage. In this article, we39

present a numerical framework capable of modeling the evolution of off-fault plasticity40

during earthquake cycles as a proxy for damage accumulation. The proposed algorithm41

results in computational savings. Through our framework, we investigate two different42

modes of plasticity accumulation; accumulation during dynamic rupture only and ac-43

cumulation throughout the different phases of the earthquake cycle. The results presented44

predict how plasticity evolves with the accumulation of rapid and slow slip. When plas-45

ticity accumulates during both phases of the earthquake cycle, the inelastic deformations46

can substantially alter the nucleation and propagation of earthquake. Additionally, the47

damage distribution within the fault zone is more complex and heterogeneous, and may48

explain some unusual observations regarding off-fault damage patterns.49

1 Introduction50

Earthquakes are among the costliest natural hazards on Earth (D’Amico, 2016).51

The instabilities responsible for the onset and ensuing propagation of these events are52

linked to the fundamental physics of the heterogeneous and nonlinear topologically com-53

plex fault zones subjected to extreme geophysical conditions. Over sequences of seismic54

and aseismic slip, fault zones evolve continuously due to the feedback between nonlin-55

ear rheology, complex fault surface geometry, and long-range static and dynamic stress56

transfer. As there is insufficient data in the seismic catalog in the limit of large events57

(Lay, 2012), there is a strong need for developing computational tools that can accurately58

model the spatio-temporal patterns of earthquake ruptures and aseismic creep over long59

time scales and geologically-relevant spatial scales, in order to enable better understand-60

ing of these rare and large events, as well as aid in policy making for hazard mitigation.61
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Earthquake cycle simulations, also referred to as sequences of earthquakes and aseis-62

mic slip (SEAS) models, have emerged as a a promising tool for studying the long-term63

behavior of faults and lithospheric deformations on seismologically relevant spatio-temporal64

scales. They provide insight on the spontaneous nucleation and propagation of the seis-65

mic event, post-seismic response, and the aftershock sequences. For most naturally-occurring66

earthquakes, identifying the stress conditions that are prevailing at the onset of the seis-67

mic event is generally infeasible; thus, a need arises for simulations that would provide68

unbiased insight regardless of the prescribed initial conditions. This is to be contrasted69

with simulations of a single seismic event, in which the results depend critically on the70

prescribed initial stress and fault state. While in any SEAS simulation a portion of the71

earthquake sequence depends on the initial conditions of the system at the start of the72

simulation, the overall pattern would converge to a statistically steady solution indepen-73

dent of the initial conditions after this transitional spin-up period. The complex nature74

of this problem makes an analytical solution generally intractable and necessitates solv-75

ing the friction-fracture problem numerically over a wide range of spatio-temporal scales76

to predict the nucleation, propagation, and arrest conditions of the dynamic instability77

(Erickson & Jiang, 2018; Jiang et al., 2022).78

To alleviate the computational demand associated with modeling variable time scales,79

various numerical approaches have been developed to simplify the modeling process of80

long term history of fault slip, mostly resorting to quasi-dynamic simulations that re-81

place inertial dynamics during rupture propagation with a radiation damping approx-82

imation (Tse & Rice, 1986; Rice, 1993; Erickson & Dunham, 2014; Hillers et al., 2006;83

Liu & Rice, 2007; Luo & Ampuero, 2018). Other numerical approaches involve switch-84

ing between quasi-static approximation during slow deformation to a fully dynamic rep-85

resentation once instability nucleates (Okubo, 1989; Shibazaki & Matsu’ura, 1992; Kaneko86

et al., 2011; Duru et al., 2019). Lapusta et al. introduced a rigorous procedure for sim-87

ulating long term evolution of slip on planar faults in a homogeneous elastic medium us-88

ing a unified framework for both inertial dynamics and quasi-static inter-seismic defor-89

mation (Lapusta et al., 2000).90

To address the spatial dimension of the problem, models of earthquake cycles fall91

under two main categories: domain-based approaches and boundary integral approaches.92

Domain-based methods are flexible in handling material nonlinearities and small-scale93

heterogeneities, as well as complexities of fault geometry (Kuna, 2013; Taborda & Bielak,94

2011; Aagaard et al., 2013; Kaneko et al., 2011; Allison & Dunham, 2018; Erickson &95

Dunham, 2014; Thakur et al., 2020; Barbot, 2019b). However, modeling earthquake cy-96

cles with such methods is rare due to the large computational cost (Tong & Lavier, 2018;97

Biemiller & Lavier, 2017; Kaneko et al., 2008; Allison & Dunham, 2018; Van Dinther et98

al., 2013; Mckay et al., 2019; Uphoff et al., 2022). Alternatively, boundary integral tech-99

niques limit the computations to the fault plane, effectively reducing the dimensions of100

the problem; thus, reducing the computational cost (Aliabadi, 1997; Lapusta et al., 2000;101

Lapusta & Liu, 2009). However, boundary integral methods are only applicable to lin-102

ear systems. Furthermore, the lack of closed-form representation for the Green’s func-103

tion in the majority of situations means that the ability of the method to provide well-104

defined solutions for domains with heterogeneities or fault roughness is compromised.105

Natural faults are usually embedded in a heterogeneous bed of rocks with variable106

elastic properties (Lewis & Ben-Zion, 2010; Yang et al., 2011) and a potential for yield-107

ing and fracture at different thresholds (Lyakhovsky et al., 2016). Faults typically ex-108

perience non-symmetric fractured inner core. Damage substantially affects local stress109

fields and mechanical properties of the fault zone, and contributes to energy dissipation110

during the earthquake cycle. Thus, despite the drawbacks, domain-based approaches re-111

mains the only candidate to modeling earthquake cycles with off-fault nonlinearities. Er-112

ickson et al (2017) modeled cycles of quasi-dynamic ruptures on vertical, planar faults113

in anti-plane setting and illustrated patterns of inelastic strain accumulation in the shal-114
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low regions of the fault zone. This study demonstrated the important role of off-fault115

plasticity on the earthquake cycle. However, the lack of wave-mediated stress transfer116

may alter the extent and magnitude of plasticity accumulation and consequently, the seis-117

micity pattern. In 2-D in-plane setting (Tal & Faulkner, 2022) studies the accumulation118

of plasticity on both planar and rough faults and highlighted that the extent and dis-119

tribution of plasticity depend on fault roughness, slip, and intensity of dynamic rupture120

(slip rate and rupture speed) . In their thorough analysis, (Tal & Faulkner, 2022) pre-121

sented both quasi-static and dynamic models of inelasticity accumulation during earth-122

quake cycles for a strip model with an absorbing layer, with plasticity accumulation oc-123

curring primarily during the co-seismic phase of the earthquake cycle. However, com-124

pared to the unbounded domain approximation that is more suitable for modeling the125

bulk surrounding crustal faults, the domain truncation involved in the strip model may126

quantitatively influence the quasi-static deformation field during the interseismic period127

as well as the wave-mediated stress transfer during the dynamic phases due to imper-128

fect absorbing boundary conditions. To the best of our knowledge, it remains to be in-129

vestigated whether the domain truncation also introduce quantitative differences on the130

extent and magnitude of plasticity accumulation throughout the seismic cycle.131

In this paper, we present an extension of our hybrid finite element (FEM) spec-132

tral boundary integral equation (SBIE) scheme, herein referred to as FEBE, toward mod-133

eling sequence of earthquakes and aseismic slip in 2D plane strain approximation while134

accounting for accumulation of inelastic strains in the surrounding bulk and the inertia135

effects during the coseismic phase. The main idea of FEBE is to consistently couple do-136

main and boundary based methods thus benefiting from the strengths of each scheme137

and minimizing the drawbacks of either one. In this framework, the region of complex-138

ity or nonlinearity is confined to a virtual strip that is discretized using finite elements.139

Through the consistent exchange of tractions and displacements, the virtual strip is cou-140

pled to two linearly elastic half-spaces, whereas the response of these half-spaces is mod-141

eled by SBIE. The boundary integral formulation enables us to fully account for iner-142

tial contributions during the coseismic phases of the earthquake cycle over large spatial143

scales at a reduced computational cost without the drawbacks associated with reduced144

domain size and imperfect absorbing boundary conditions.The computational efficiency145

of FEBE has been discussed in various previous studies (Ma et al., 2018; Abdelmeguid146

et al., 2019; Albertini et al., 2021).147

Here we apply FEBE to investigate the effects of the initial prestress direction and148

the bulk yield strength on the overall sequence of earthquake and asesismic slip and the149

evolution of inelastic strain. While these aspects have been investigated earlier using sin-150

gle dynamic rupture simulations, the conclusions of these studies depend on the assumed151

initial conditions. It is not clear how the natural co-evolution of fault slip, stress, and152

off-fault plasticity, as realized through a sequence simulation, may alter these conclusions.153

We consider varying the angle of maximum compressive principal stress Ψ, as well as the154

cohesion parameter in the Drucker-Prager constitutive law and evaluate the impact of155

these factors on nucleation, propagation, and arrest of individual earthquake events as156

well as the accumulation of off-fault plasticity during seismic and aseismic phases.157

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we begin by re-158

viewing the governing equations. The hybrid numerical scheme for the in-plane formu-159

lation (FEBE) is introduced in Section 3, in which we describe the coupling with rate160

and state friction and off-fault inelastic rheology. Results of the simulations are reported161

and discussed in Section 4. We briefly discuss the implications of our results and future162

extensions of this initial study in Section 5. Section 6 is reserved for concluding remarks.163
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2 Governing Equations164

We consider the two-dimensional domain Ω undergoing plane strain deformations.165

The domain is divided into two half spaces by , a planar, strike-slip fault interface Sf .166

The 2-D plane strain equations governing motion in the domain in the absence of body167

force are given by168

ρuα,tt = σαβ,β α, β = 1, 2 in Ω (1)169

with Dirichlet boundary conditions applied on Su and Neumann boundary conditions170

applied on ST171

uα = ūα on Su (2)172

173

σαβnβ = τ̄α on ST (3)174

where uα is the displacement vector, σαβ is the stress tensor, ρ is material density, nβ175

is facing normal vector (in 2-D) from the boundary.176

2.1 Linear elastic material177

The stresses are given by a linear elastic constitutive law178

σαβ = λδαβϵγγ + 2µϵαβ (4)179

where εαβ is the infinitesimal strain tensor, and µ, and λ are the Lamé parameters. As-180

suming infinitesimal deformations, the strain tensor is given by181

ϵαβ =
1

2
[uα,β + uβ,α] (5)182

2.2 Off-fault visco-plastic yielding183

We consider the off-fault material response to be idealized by Drucker-Prager plas-184

ticity model. The Drucker-Prager model is closely related to the Mohr-Coulomb model185

but results in a smoother yield surface. It describes inelastic deformation in brittle solids186

arising from friction sliding of micro-cracks(Templeton & Rice, 2008). We use the Drucker-187

Prager plasticity model to mimic the inelastic effects from aseismic and seismic slip on188

small scale cracks. The yield function of the Drucker-Prager plasticity model is given by:189

τc = c cos (ϕ)− σm sin (ϕ) (6)190

for cohesion c, and internal angle of friction ϕ = tan−1 (ψ) with bulk friction ψ and mean191

stress σm = σkk/3, assuming compressional stresses to be negative. Defining the sec-192

ond invariant of deviatoric stresses sij as193

I2 =
1

2
sijsij (7)194

the yield function can be then expressed as195

F (σ) =
√
I2 − τc (8)196

When F (σ) < 0 the material response is elastic. Plastic flow is partitioned be-197

tween various components of the plastic strain rate tensor by a flow rule198

ϵ̇pij = γ̇eqsij/(2
√
I2) (9)199

where, the equivalent plastic strain rate is given by γ̇eq =
√
2ϵ̇pij ϵ̇

p
ij . The equivalent plas-200

tic strain γeq is defined through γ̇eq = dγeq/dt. The stress increment is proportional201

to the elastic strain increment:202
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σ̇ij = Cijkl

(
ϵ̇ij − ϵ̇pij

)
(10)203

where, the total strain ϵ is the sum of an elastic strain component and a plastic strain204

component, ϵij = ϵeij + ϵpij , the strain is equivalent to ϵeij in case of pure elasticity.205

2.2.1 Visco-plastic Regularization206

An effective approach to limit the potential mesh dependence in models with per-207

fect plasticity is to introduce a rate dependent material behavior through viscoplastic208

regularization. This implies that the stresses are allowed to overshoot beyond the rate-209

independent yield surface and subsequently relax to it over a time scale Tc. The visco-210

plastic response is obtained from rate-independent limit by replacing the yield condition211

with F (σ) = ηλ, where η is the viscosity. The relaxation time is written in terms of the212

viscosity and the shear modulus as Tc = η/(2µ).213

2.3 Frictional Interface214

On the fault surface Sf the tractions T± = T±
o +△T±, relative motion [[uα]], and215

relative velocity [[u̇α]] are defined as:216

△T± = △σ±
αβn

±
β , [[uα]] = (u+α − u−α ), [[u̇α]] =

∂[[uα]]

∂t
(11)217

Imposing continuity conditions at the fault surface we obtain the following jump con-218

ditions and stress continuity conditions, these are given by219

[[u1]] = δ, [[u2]] = ζ (12)220

221

△σ+
αβ = △σ−

αβ (13)222

where, α is the slip, and ζ is the fault opening to be enforced in later sections. Addition-223

ally, to ensure no interpenetration we enforce that ζ ≥ 0.224

2.3.1 Rate-and-state friction225

Here, we adopt a rate and state frictional (RSF) formulation (Dieterich, 1979; Ru-226

ina, 1983) used to describe friction in tectonic settings. The boundary condition on the227

fault surface is enforced by equating the fault shear stress to its strength:228

τ = F (V, θ) = f(V, θ)σn (14)229

where the fault strength F is defined in terms of the effective normal stress σn and the230

friction coefficient f . In the RSF, the friction coefficient depends on the slip rate V and231

state θ as:232

f(V, θ) = fo + a ln(V/Vo) + b ln(θVo/L) (15)233

where L is the characteristic slip distance, fo is the reference friction coefficient defined234

at a slip rate Vo. The state evolution is prescribed through the aging law (Rice & Ru-235

ina, 1983), which is commonly applied to earthquake cycle simulations (Lapusta et al.,236

2000; Erickson & Dunham, 2014; Herrendörfer et al., 2018; Liu & Rice, 2007) and de-237

fined as:238

dθ

dt
= 1− V θ

L
(16)239

This results in a steady-state solution of the state variable θss = L/V . The correspond-240

ing steady-state friction coefficient is given by:241

fss = fo + (a− b) ln
(
V

Vo

)
(17)242
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Here, the parameter combination a−b > 0 describes a steady state rate-strengthening243

frictional response (VS) and a−b < 0 describes a steady state rate-weakening frictional244

response (VW) which may lead to unstable slip and stick slip sequences.245

In expression (15), the fault frictional strength becomes ill-posed at V = 0. There246

are various alternative rate and state formulations that allow for solutions near V = 0247

(Ampuero & Ben-zion, 2008; Barbot, 2019a; Bizzarri, 2011). However, in this analysis,248

we follow the regularized version of the RSF presented in (Rice & Ben-Zion, 1996):249

f(V, θ) = a sinh−1

[
V

2Vo
exp

(
fo + b ln

(
θVo

L

)
a

)]
(18)250

2.3.2 Rupture nucleation and process zone251

RSF introduces a length scale for the nucleation size of earthquake that may be252

estimated using an energy balance approach. Ampuero and Rubin (2008) established the253

following theoretical estimate for the nucleation size Lnuc for a frictional crack under slow254

tectonic loading (Ampuero & Rubin, 2008):255

Lnuc =
2µ∗Lb

πσn(b− a)2
(19)256

where, µ∗ = 1
1−νµ for mode II rupture, µ is the shear modulus, and ν is Poisson’s ra-257

tio. This nucleation size defines the critical wavelength that has to be resolved within258

the numerical scheme and is valid for a/b > 0.5. In addition to the nucleation size, Di-259

eterich presented another characteristic length scale Lb, which is associated with the pro-260

cess zone during the propagation of the rupture when V θ/L >> 1 and scales as b−1
261

(Dieterich, 1992). The quasi-static estimate for process zone Lb is given as:262

Lb =
µ∗L

σnb
(20)263

It is vital to properly resolve this length scale as it is more stringent than the nucleation264

zone’s length. For dynamic simulations, continuously resolving the process zone becomes265

a more challenging ordeal as its size scales with the inverse of the Lorentz factor γL(vr) =266 √
1− v2r/c2s, where, vr is rupture speed, and cs is the shear wave speed (Freund, 1979).267

The dynamic process zone is given as:268

Ld
b = A−1(vr)Lb; A−1

II =
(1− ν)c2sD

v2r(1− v2r/c2s)
1
2

(21)269

where D = 4(1− v2r/c2s)
1
2 (1− v2r/c2p)

1
2 − (2− v2r/c2s)

1
2 . Note that as the rupture speed270

approaches the limiting wave speed the process zone Ld
b → 0. In our analysis, we make271

sure that the process zone remains well resolved throughout the rupture history by at272

least 10 elements.273

2.3.3 Normal stress regularization274

To account for possible variations in normal stress that might occur due to the asym-275

metric accumulation of the plastic strain across the fault surface, we utilize a RSF for-276

mulation featuring a delayed response of the shear stress according to Prakash-Clifton277

law. This model fits observed frictional response better than the traditional formulation278

(Cochard & Rice, 2000; Ranjith & Rice, 2001). In this framework, the fault strength is279

given by the following (Tal et al., 2020):280

F = f(V, θ)ξ (22)281

The function ξ evolves exponentially with slip to the new value of σ as282

ξ̇ =
−V
LPC

(ξ − σn) (23)283
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Figure 1. Schematic of the model considered in this paper (a) The computational

setup for the hybrid FE-SBI scheme. A small domain adjacent to the fault surface is discretized

using the finite element method. The spectral boundary integral method is used to simulate the

external elastic half spaces without explicitly discretizing them by enforcing an integral relation

between the slip and stresses on the virtual boundaries parallel to the fault surface. Periodic

boundary conditions are used on the lateral boundaries of the domain. (b) Distribution of the

fault frictional properties and background tectonic stress field.

where LPC is an evolution distance of choice. In our time stepping algorithm, we con-284

sider the above equation as an additional evolution equation to compute the ξ at any285

given time. Here, we utilize a proportional scaling of the evolution distance relative to286

the characteristic length of RSF, such that LPC = 25L. This allows for a sufficiently287

smooth variation in the shear stress without deviating substantially from the non-regularized288

version of RSF.289

2.4 Geometry290

We consider a planar horizontal fault governed by rate-and-state friction in the 2D291

plane strain approximation bisecting an unbounded elastic-visco-plastic domain with ho-292

mogeneous elastic properties as shown in Figure 1a. On the fault, a potentially seismo-293

genic patch borders regions steadily moving with a prescribed slip rate Vpl. The fault294

is slipping in a right lateral sense. We limit the FEM discretization to a domain of length295

LT and width Ws (as shown in Figure 1b) . The total fault length LT is taken to be 20Lnuc,296

while the VW patch LVW is taken to be ∼ 4Lnuc. The width Ws is much smaller than297

the length LT and is taken to be 0.5Lnuc. The domain width Ws is always checked against298

the extent of the plastic strain and is taken to ensure that the FEM domain contains all299

the off-fault plasticity. The extent of the plastic strain is proportional to the process zone300

size and this guides our initial choice of the width of the virtual strip. Figure 1b further301

illustrates the heterogeneous spatial distribution of friction parameters to create rheo-302

logical transitions on the fault surface.303
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3 Numerical Framework FEBE304

Here, we utilize a coupled finite element and boundary element code FEBE to sim-305

ulate sequence of earthquake and aseismic slip (SEAS) on a fault surface together with306

wave propagation in the adjacent medium. This approach was initially introduced to sim-307

ulate spontaneous dynamic rupture propagation for 2-D inplane problems by Ma et al308

(2018) (Ma et al., 2018). and later extended to SEAS by Abdelmeguid et al. (2019) in309

anti-plane setting (Abdelmeguid et al., 2019). This section will outline the algorithmic310

development to incorporate SEAS models with off-fault inelastic bulk.311

3.1 Hybrid Formulation312

The hybrid formulation considered here is a combination of the finite element method313

(FEM) and the spectral boundary integral equation (SBIE) method. The nonlinearities,314

such as fault surface roughness or material nonlinearity, as well as small-scale heterogeneities,315

are confined apriori in a virtual strip of a certain width. This virtual strip is then dis-316

cretized and modeled using FEM. The rest of the domain, which is homogeneous and317

linear-elastic, is modeled using the SBIE method as two half-spaces and coupled to the318

FEM domain on each side (S+, S−). The two methods enforce continuity by exchang-319

ing traction and displacement boundary conditions at those sides. The general setup of320

the hybrid method is shown in Figure 1a. The width of the virtual strip depends on the321

nature of the problem and may be adjusted to contain the heterogeneities, nonlinear-322

ities, and other fault zone complexities. Details on the individual formulation of FEM323

and SBIE is provided in Appendix A and Appendix B respectively.324

3.2 Time Stepping325

We consider simulations of long sequence of earthquakes and aseismic slip during326

which the fault is stressed gradually through tectonic load Vpl on the edges of the seis-327

mogenic patch. During the inter-seismic phase this results in the accumulation of aseis-328

mic slip predominantly within the creeping VS regions and regions of rheological tran-329

sition. The accumulation of aseismic slip result in stress concentration that spontaneously330

nucleate an earthquake within the VW patch consistent with the frictional law and bulk331

material response. Here, we utilize a quasi-dynamic approximation during periods of aseis-332

mic slip and switch to fully dynamic approach during the dynamic rupture period. This333

limits the stringent conditions imposed by stability condition on the time step during334

the periods of slow tectonic loading. During the quasi-dynamic periods we utilize an adap-335

tive time marching scheme proposed by (Lapusta & Rice, 2003). The time step during336

dynamic rupture periods is chosen to satisfy the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) con-337

dition (Courant et al., 1928).338

We switch between quasi-dynamic and fully dynamic solvers based on the value of339

the maximum slip rate. For the problem discussed below we switch from quasi-dynamic340

scheme to a dynamic scheme based on a threshold V QD = 1 mm/s , and from dynamic341

to quasi-dynamic based on a threshold V DQ = 0.8 mm/s. To evaluate the role of tran-342

sition threshold, we estimate the ratio between radiation damping term given as ηRDV ,343

where ηRD = µ/2cs and quasi-static shear stress τqs. Neglecting the inertia effects is344

justifiable as long as the magnitude of the radiation damping term is relatively small which345

is ensured by having the ratio R = ηRDV/τqs much smaller than unity R << 1. The346

above thresholds ensure that ratio R < 10−4. Furthermore, we have performed numer-347

ical tests to confirm that the accuracy of the obtained results are independent of the thresh-348

old choice, as long as it is small enough as outlined above.349
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3.3 Quasi-dynamic Algorithm350

Here, we outline the quasi-dynamic modeling framework where inertial effects are351

approximated with a radiation damping term when resolving shear tractions on the fault352

surface. Thus, time dependence enters through the constitutive model and the loading353

conditions only. It is important to note that this approximation is valid only when in-354

ertial effects are sufficiently small.355

Time marching within the quasi-dynamic algorithm based on FEM descritization356

requires solving the following system of equations at every time-step357

Ku(t) + LT
s τ

SBI(t) + LTT f (t) = F(t) (24)358

359

Lu(t) = D(t) (25)360

where, τSBI(t) represent the action of the elastic half-spaces modelled using SBIE on361

the finite element strip. In the quasi-static limit, the tractions on the virtual boundary362

nodes depend entirely on the corresponding displacement. We detail the implementa-363

tion of SBIE in the limit of quasi-static deformations in Section 3.3.1.364

3.3.1 Quasi-static implementation of SBIE365

Within the SBIE framework, the relationship between the traction τi and result-366

ing displacements is given as:367

τ±i (x1, t) = τ0±i (x1, t)∓ ηRD
i u̇±i (x1, t)± f

±
i (x1, t) (26)368

In the quasi-static limit expression (26) reduces to369

τ±i (x1, t) = τ0±i (x1, t)± f±i (x1, t) (27)370

With the convolution terms fi(x1, t) depending on u(x1, t). Breitenfeld and Geubelle (1998)371

provided closed form expression for Fourier coefficients Fi(t; q) of the convolution term372

based on a displacement representation (Breitenfeld & Geubelle, 1998). Through inte-373

gration by parts we can extract the static contributions from the convolution integral374

such that in the quasi-static limit the Fi(t; q) reduces to:375

F±
1 (t; q) = ∓µ±|q|C11U±

1 +

(
i

[
2−

(
c±p

c±s

)]
µ±q + iµ±qC12

)
U±
2 (28)376

377

F±
2 (t; q) = ∓µ±|q|C22U±

2 −
(
i

[
2−

(
c±p

c±s

)]
µ±q + iµ±qC12

)
U±
1 (29)378

where, Cij are the integrated convolution kernels. We can write the coefficients in In a379

more compact form F±
i (t; q) = Q±

ijU
±
j (t; q), where, Q represent a projection that de-380

pends on the material properties µ, cp/cs and wave number q . Through the Discrete381

Fourier transform we represent the convolution term fi(x1, t) as a Fourier series:382

f±i (x1, t) =

N/2∑
q=−N/2

F±
i e

ikqx1 , kq =
2πq

λs
(30)383

where, λs is the size of the virtual boundary under consideration. We substitute expres-384

sions (28) and (29) into expression (30) to obtain385

f±i (x1, t) =

N/2∑
q=−N/2

Q±
ijU

±
j e

ikqx1 , kq =
2πq

λs
(31)386
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Using inverse Fourier transform provide387

f±i (x1, t) =

N/2∑
q=−N/2

Q±
ij

 1

N

N/2∑
p=−N/2

uje
−ikpq

 eikqx1 (32)388

In the above form, the expressions permits a representation of convolution term fi(x1, t) =389

Aijuj . We note, that despite Qij = 0 at q = 0, the resultant Aij operator is non-singular390

due to the inverse transform operation. Thus, the tractions on the spectral boundary391

nodes can be written in terms of the displacements on the interface nodes between FE392

and SBI domain such that LT
s τ

SBI(t) = K̃u(t), where K̃ = LT
s A represent the quasi-393

static stiffness from the halfspace acting on the finite element domain, and u(t) repre-394

sent the displacement on the virtual boundaries.395

3.3.2 Coupled FE-SBI396

Given the explicit representation of the SBI tractions in terms of displacement we397

can readily amend the system of equations given in expressions (24), and (25)398 [
K+ K̃

]
un + LTT f,n = Fn (33)399

400

Lun = Dn (34)401

We express the system of equations given by equations (33), and (34) as Ax = b.402

Accordingly, the algorithm for coupled FE-SBI system becomes:403

1. We solve the quasi-static system of equations for u(t), and T f (t) subjected to pre-404

scribed slip δ(t). Now given as:405

Axn = bn (35)406

2. We solve RSF given in expression (14) using a safegaurded Newton Raphson ap-407

proach for slip rate V (t) given fault traction T f,n.408

3. Predict a new stable time increment using Lapusta et al (2000) criterion such that409

△t = χL/V n, where χ is a constant that depends on the frictional parameters410

and stability considerations as noted in (Lapusta et al., 2000)411

4. We use V n to update slip d and state variable θ as follows:412

δn+1 = δn +△tV n (36)413

414

θn+1 = θn +△t
(
1− V nθn

L

)
(37)415

5. Return to Step 1 to advance to the next time step416

3.4 Dynamic Algorithm417

When neglecting inertial effects is no longer justifiable, we transition to a fully dy-418

namic algorithm. Here, we outline the dynamic rupture framework we utilize within FEBE419

3.4.1 Finite element420

The step-by-step time integration approach is a central-difference explicit formu-421

lation and follows:422

u̇n+1/2 = u̇n−1/2 +△tM−1(Tn − fn) (38)423

424

un+1 = un +△tu̇n+1/2 (39)425

where ( ˙ ) represent the partial derivative with respect to time and superscript n indi-426

cates the time step index. A lumped mass matrix is used which eliminates the need to427
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form a global stiffness matrix; therefore, these are all nodal values and the subscript i428

is omitted. f is the internal force due to the deformation of the solid and △t the time429

step. The time stepping of the algorithm must satisfy the stability constraints of the Courant-430

Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. Along the frictional interface the expression balance431

of linear momentum yield432

u̇n+1/2 = u̇n−1/2 +△tM−1(Tn
f − fn) (40)433

The computation of frictional tractions Tf at the interface is based on RSF framework434

and imposed on the fault using the traction-at-split node (TSN) method.435

3.4.2 Spectral boundary integral method436

The time integration scheme used in the SBI is explicit and is given by sampling437

u±n+1
i = u±n

i +△tu̇±n
i (41)438

where the velocity is found by solving expression 26, which results in439

u̇±n
1 = ±cs

µ

(
f±n
1 − τ±n

1 + τ±o
1

)
(42)440

441

u̇±n
2 = ± cp

λ+ 2µ

(
f±n
2 − τ±n

2 + τ±o
2

)
(43)442

3.4.3 Coupled FE-SBI443

To couple the two schemes we apply a staggered coupling approach, in which the444

FEM and SBI share nodes at the boundary of the virtual strip. The shared nodes are445

part of the displacement boundary of the FEM. While FEM provides SBI with the trac-446

tions along the virtual boundary, SBI returns the displacement that is to be imposed on447

SSBI of FEM. The detailed step-by-step procedure is as follows:448

1. Solve full time step within the FEM by solving equations (38) and (39).449

2. Set interface tractions in the SBI equal to the internal forces from the FEM: τn,SBI
i =450

fn,FEM
i , where fni is obtained by solving for internal forces.451

3. Solve full time step within SBI by solving expressions (42) and (43) .452

4. Set the displacements on the shared notes in FEM to displacements from SBI: un+1,FEM
i =453

un+1,SBI
i .454

5. Return to Step 1 to advance to the next time step455

3.5 Implementation of the visco-plastic response456

We use a Return Mapping algorithm, following Simo and Hughes (1998), to im-457

plement the visco-plastic response of the bulk. In expression (10) we introduced the ad-458

ditive decomposition of the total strain into an elastic and a plastic component. This yields459

a modification to the system of equations (24), and (25) such that viscoplasticity con-460

tribution is described using a forcing term denoted Fp and the discretized system of equa-461

tions becomes:462

Mün +Kun + LT
s τ

SBI,n + LTT f,n = Fn + Fp,n (44)463

where, Fp is computed at an element level based on the stress state and yield criterion464

and then assembled globally. The algorithm for computing Fp is given in Algorithm (1).465

The predicted plastic forces are appended to both quasi-dynamic and dynamic algorithms.466

Noting that in the quasi-dynamic sense, iterations may be necessary for global equilib-467

rium as demonstrated in Algorithm (2).468
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Algorithm 1 Off-fault plasticity algorithm

Require: Degrees of freedom un

Ensure: Computes Fp,n

1: for s← N downto 1 do
2: Compute σn

s,trial, assuming ϵvp,ns = ϵvp,n−1
s ▷ purely elastic material response;

3: Fn
s,trial ←

√
In2,s,trial − τnc,s,trial

4: if Fn
s,trial ≤ 0 then

5: ( )n ← ( )ntrial;
6: Fp,n

s ← Fp,n−1
s ;

7: else
8: nn ← sntrial/

√
In2,trial

9: △ϵvp ←
[
Fn
trial/

(
η
△t + 2µ

)]
nn

10: ϵvp,n ← ϵvp,n−1 +△ϵvp
11: sn ← sntrial − 2µ△ϵvp
12: Fp,n

s ←
∫
Vs
∇NT

s ·Cϵvp,ndVs
13: end if
14: end for
15: Fp

n+1 ← AN
s=1 F

p
s,n+1 ▷ Assemble the global plastic force;

Algorithm 2 Quasi-dynamic algorithm

Require: Degrees of freedom δn, θn and time t
Ensure: Computes δn+1 and θn+1

1: Fp,n
k ← Fp,n−1 ▷ Purely elastic

2: Solve [
K+ K̃

]
unk + LTT f,n

k = Fn + Fp,n
k

Lunk = Dn

3: Compute Fp,n
k+1 using Algorithm 1 and unk .

4: if F p,n
k+1 = F p,n

k then ▷ No plasticity accumulated
5: un ← unk ;

6: T f,n ← T f,n
k ;

7: else
8: while er ≥ tol do
9: F p,n

k ← F p,n
k+1

10: Solve [
K+ K̃

]
unk + LTT f,n

k = Fn + Fp,n
k

Lunk = Dn

11: Compute Fp,n
k+1 using Algorithm 1 and unk .

12: er ← ||unk − unk−1||/||unk ||
13: end while
14: un ← unk ;

15: T f,n ← T f,n
k ;

16: end if
17: Solve τn − f(V n, θn)σn = 0 for V n

18: △t← χL/V n

19: δn+1 ← δn +△tV n

20: θn+1 ← θn +△tθ̇n
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Table 1. Parameters description

Medium Parameter Symbol Value

Shear wave speed (km/s) cs 3.2
Pressure wave speed (km/s) cp 5.5
Density (kg/m3) ρ 2670.0
Length of the domain (m) LT 150
Distance between two virtual boundaries (m) Ws varies
Angle of Internal Friction ϕ 31.6◦

Cohesion (MPa) c 47 and 25
Angle of Maximum Compressive principal stress Ψ varies
Viscosity term (GPa-s) η 2.73

Background Stress Symbol Value

Background Vertical Stress (MPa) σyy 100
Background Horizontal Stress (MPa) σxx varies
Background Shear Stress (MPa) σxy 56

Fault Parameters Symbol Value

Static Coefficient of friction fo 0.6
Critical slip distance (µm) L 50
Reference velocity (m/s) Vo 10−6

Tectonic loading (m/s) Vpl 10−9

Width of VW patch (m) LVW 30
Width of transition (m) LVW−V S 5
Width of the fault (m) Lf 90
Evolution effect parameter b 0.015
Steady state velocity dependence in VW patch (aVW − b) -0.005
Steady state velocity dependence in VS patch (aV S − b) 0.015
Nucleation size (m) Lnuc 6.96
Quasi-static process zone size (m) Lb 1.2
Grid size (m) △x 0.1

4 Application469

In this initial study, we use FEBE to explore the co-evolution of fault slip and off-470

fault inelastic deformation through long sequences of earthquakes and aseismic slip. Specif-471

ically, we investigate the role of yield stress and the angle of maximum compressive stress472

on the plasticity accumulation and seismicity patterns. Through varying cohesion within473

the Drucker-Prager yield criterion, we consider two cases: Case (I) cohesion c = 47 (MPa)474

and Case (II) cohesion c = 25 (MPa). The high cohesion in the first case limits the plas-475

ticity accumulation to the dynamic rupture phase of the earthquake cycles. The lower476

cohesion in the second case enables plasticity to occur during the aseismic phase in ad-477

dition to the co-seismic plasticity. Within each case we explore a parameter space of vary-478

ing angle of maximum compressive principal stress to investigate the role of the tectonic479

setting. Other parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 1.480

4.1 Case (I) : High cohesion c = 47 (MPa)481

Figure 2 illustrates the off-fault equivalent plastic strain for case (I) with c = 47482

(MPa) at various angle of maximum compressive principal stress Ψ after 11 seismic events.483
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Figure 2a-d show that for angles between 25◦−45◦ as the angle of maximum compres-484

sive principal stress increases, the plasticity accumulation occurs primarily in the exten-485

sional side of the fault. Throughout the sequence, the nucleation side remains the same486

and is highlighted with a yellow star. Figure 2d demonstrate that at Ψ = 45◦ plastic487

deformation spans almost the entire propagation distance, while for Ψ = 35◦ the ex-488

tent of plasticity is ∼ 1.25Lnuc, and only ∼ 0.5Lnuc for Ψ = 25◦. For Ψ = 15◦ (shown489

in Figure 2a) the plastic strain accumulation shifts primarily to the compressional side,490

and plasticity extends over a significant portion of the fault length. However, we still ob-491

serve some plastic deformations in the extensional side toward the end of the rupture492

propagation length. The shifting of the preferred fault side for plastic strain accumula-493

tion with Ψ is consistent with the observations presented in (Templeton & Rice, 2008;494

Dunham et al., 2011) based on simulations of individual dynamic ruptures. Observing495

the same pattern in the sequence simulation is thus expected as long as the plastic strain496

accumulation during the inter-seismic period is negligible.497

To explore the plasticity accumulation during different intervals of the earthquake498

cycle, Figure 3 demonstrates the plastic strain accumulation during selected individual499

earthquake events for Ψ = 45◦. Figure 3a shows the extent and magnitude of equiva-500

lent plastic strain during the first event. There, the plasticity is localized primarily within501

the extensional side close to the hypocenter of the event. Next, Figure 3b shows the equiv-502

alent plastic strain during the fifth event which exhibits a longer extent of accumulation503

spanning the entirety of the fault length. Here, the plastic strain is also accumulating504

on the extensional side. Finally, Figure 3c shows that, at later stages, the magnitude and505

extent of accumulation remains similar as the system evolves to a new steady state.506

4.2 Case (II) : Low cohesion c = 25 (MPa)507

To investigate the role of the bulk yield strength we considered case (II) with a lower508

cohesion c = 25 (MPa). This choice of cohesion enables plastic strain accumulation dur-509

ing both the aseismic and coseismic phases of the sequence simulation. Other than the510

different value of the cohesion parameter, all the bulk and interfacial properties are the511

same as case (I). Figure 4 illustrates the accumulation of inelastic strain after 11 events512

for various angles of the initial maximum compressive principal stress Ψ from 25◦ to 45◦.513

Similar to case (I) we observe that the spatial extent and magnitude of the equivalent514

plastic strain decrease as the angle of the maximum compressive stress Ψ decreases. Fur-515

thermore, for all three angles, we observe localized accumulation of in-elasticity near the516

center of the fault spanning −0.5 < x/Lnuc < 0.5. However, in contrast to case (I)517

the accumulation of equivalent plastic strain is not limited to the extensional side of the518

fault. Rather, it appears to be distributed within the four quadrants. For Ψ = 45◦ shown519

in Figure 4c the total plastic strain accumulated after 11 events appears to be concen-520

trated more on the compressional side of the fault when evaluated based on the sense521

of slip in the most recent earthquake event whose nucleation site is highlighted with the522

circle. This apparently paradoxical result is explained as follows.523

We start by pointing out that the terms ”compressional” and ”extensional” are used524

to refer to the signs of the fault-parallel strain ϵxx along the fault walls near the rupture525

front during the dynamic phase as shown in Figure 5b. During earthquake sequence sim-526

ulations, this designation maybe revisited to account for the role of aseismic creep. A527

more general definition is based on the first motion experienced in the material surround-528

ing the fault and that may indeed differ throughout the seismic cycle depending on the529

location of the hypocenter and the direction of propagation of slip during the aseismic530

and seismic phases. Consider, for example, the aseismic motion associated with the creep-531

ing front penetrating the VW patch from the left (shown in Figure 5a). During this aseis-532

mic phase, the first motion associated with the creeping fronts propagating toward the533

locked center of the fault is such that the extensional side is on the lower left quadrant534

of the domain while the compressional side is on the upper left quadrant. Accordingly,535
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Figure 2. The magnitude and extent of the equivalent plastic strain for case (I)

model at various angles of maximum compressive principal stress Ψ after 11 events.

(a) Ψ = 15◦, (b) Ψ = 25◦, (c) Ψ = 35◦, and (d) Ψ = 45◦. The yellow star indicates the hypocen-

ter of earthquake sequences beyond the first event. The contour colors indicate the magnitude of

the equivalent plastic strain.
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Figure 3. The magnitude and extent of the equivalent plastic strain at different in-

tervals of the earthquake cycle. (a) During the first event, (b) During the fifth event, and (c)

During the eleventh event. The yellow star indicates the hypocenter of the event. The contour

colors indicate the magnitude of the equivalent plastic strain.
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Figure 4. The magnitude and extent of the equivalent plastic strain for case (II)

model at various angles of maximum compressive principal stress Ψ after 8 events.

(a) Ψ = 25◦, (b) Ψ = 35◦, (c) Ψ = 45◦. The star marker indicates hypocenters for earthquake

events, yellow color indicates a left dominant propagation direction, a white color indicates a

right dominant propagation direction. The circle indicates the converged nucleation site after the

initial phases. The contour colors indicate the magnitude of equivalent plastic strain.

we expect plastic strain accumulation associated with this front to occur preferentially536

within the lower left quadrant. The opposite is true for the creeping front penetrating537

the VW region from the right (shown in Figure 5c). The plastic strain accumulation as-538

sociated with the dynamic rupture in any of the subsequent events will depend on the539

nucleation site and the dominant propagation direction. It may or many not agree with540

the plasticity accumulation during the prior aseismic phase or previous seismic events.541

Thus, the cumulative plastic strain reflects a rich evolutionary process and it may be chal-542

lenging to decouple the observed damage pattern from the full deformation history.543

To further explore the mechanism of plasticity accumulation within the different544

phases of the earthquake sequence, Figure 6a-c shows the plastic strain accumulation dur-545

ing selected individual earthquake events and interseismic periods. Figure 6a illustrates546
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Figure 5. Schematic of off-fault plastic strain accumulation patterns developing at

the tip of a sliding strike-slip fault (a) Plasticity accumulation due to a right propagating

creeping front. (b) Plasticity accumulates in the extensional side of the off-fault bulk at higher

Ψ values during dynamic rupture. (c) Plasticity accumulation due to a left propagating creeping

front. The tip of the propagating fronts is highlighted with a black circle. The hypocenter of the

dynamic rupture is highlighted with a yellow star.

the equivalent plastic strain accumulation that occurred during the second event of the547

earthquake sequence. The accumulation is primarily localized within the extensional side548

of the fault during rupture propagation, with substantial localization near the hypocen-549

ter which occurs during the bilateral nucleation phase of the event. However, unlike in550

case (I), at longer distances the accumulation starts to expand into the compressional551

side at x/Lnuc > 1. Similarly for events 4 and 8 the inelastic strain accumulation oc-552

cur on the extensional side when measured relative to the rupture propagation, with ex-553

pansion to the compressional side at longer propagation distances. This observation, in554

conjunction with the absence of plasticity accumulation within the compressional quad-555

rant during dynamic rupture for case (I), suggests that aseismic plastic strain accumu-556

lation plays a role in altering the stress state in the bulk allowing for plasticity to ac-557

cumulate in a heterogeneous pattern.558

To gain further insight on how plasticity accumulates during the aseismic phases,559

we focus on the case of Ψ = 45◦. Figure 6d-f illustrates the equivalent plastic strain560

accumulation between different earthquake events. 6d in particular demonstrate the aseis-561

mic inelastic strains accumulated prior to the first event. We observe that a significant562

portion of the total plastic strain (shown in Figure 4c) is accumulated during this stage.563

Plasticity accumulation during aseismic periods decrease substantially between event 4564

and 5 as shown in Figure 6e, and becomes almost negligible between event 7 and event565

8. However, off-fault yielding during these aseismic phases affects the deformation pat-566

tern leading to changes in the bulk normal stress distribution in the surrounding domain.567

An increase in the normal stress due to the stress redistribution associated with aseis-568

mic plasticity results in a increase in the bulk yield strength within the aseismic plas-569

tic zone.570

To explain the unexpected shift of plasticity accumulation into the compressional571

side at longer propagation distance, in Figure 7 we plot the mean stress, and shear stress572

fields in addition to equivalent plastic strain accumulated for case (II) during event 4 of573

the cycle at different times t = 0.036, and 0.065 seconds. Figure 7a demonstrates the574

heterogeneous mean stress field due to the asesimic plasticity accumulation in prior his-575

tory. Particularly, we observe that the aseismic creep results in a lower background mean576

stress within the bulk compressional quadrants except for regions that accumulated plas-577

ticity during earlier aseismic phases. During the dynamic rupture phase, the lower co-578

hesion coupled with lower background mean stress results in lower yield stress ahead of579
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Figure 6. The magnitude and extent of the equivalent plastic strain for case (II)

model at Ψ = 45◦ at different stages of the earthquake cycle. (a) During the second event

of the cycle showing localization in both the extensional and compressional sides. (b) During the

fourth event of the cycle. (c) During the eighth event of the cycle. (d) Prior to the first event

showing substantial plasticity accumulation during the first aseismic phase. (e) Between the end

of the fourth event and the start of event five. (f) Between the end of the seventh event and the

start of event eight, demonstrating negligible plasticity accumulation during the aseismic phase at

later time in the earthquake cycle. Yellow star indicates the hypocenter of the earthquake event.

Contour colors indicate the magnitude of equivalent plastic strain.
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Figure 7. Contours of mean stress, shear stress, and equivalent plastic strain dur-

ing event 4 shown for case (II) model at Ψ = 45◦ at different time intervals t = 0.036,

and 0.065 seconds. (a) Mean stress distribution at t = 0.036 seconds highlighting the increased

background stress within the aseismic plastic region. (b) Shear stress at at t = 0.036 seconds.

(c) Equivalent plastic strain accumulated during the event up to t = 0.036 seconds only limited

to extensional side quadrant. (d) Mean stress distribution at t = 0.065 seconds highlighting the

reduced background stress ahead of the rupture tip. (e) Shear stress at at t = 0.065 seconds.

(f) Equivalent plastic strain accumulated during the event up to t = 0.065 seconds due to lower

cohesion and mean stress the plasticity starts to accumulate within the compressional side.

the rupture tip. Accordingly, plasticity accumulation within the compressional quadrant580

becomes feasible as the shear stress increase with propagation distance. We mainly at-581

tribute the early delay in the accumulation of inelastic strains within the compressional582

quadrant (as shown in Figure 6b) to the high mean stress values within the region of ac-583

cumulated plasticity prior to event 4 as highlighted in Figure 7b at t = 0.036 seconds.584

Within that region, Figure 7c shows that plasticity accumulates primary in the exten-585

sional quadrant as rupture propagates. In contrast, at later times, as the rupture prop-586

agates away from the high mean stress regions (see Figure 7d), and the shear stress mag-587

nitude increases with rupture propagation (see Figure 7e), the stress state ahead of the588

rupture tip favors yielding. Thus, we observe in Figure 7f that plasticity starts to accu-589

mulate ahead of the rupture tip within the compressional side. Finally, we note that while590

the aseismic plastic strain accumulation may eventually subside in the later phases of591

the earthquake cycle, its effect on the stress redistribution may be long-lived. For ex-592

ample, aseismic plasticity is negligible before the eighth event but we still observe co-593

seismic plastic strain accumulation on the compression side of the fault during that event.594

This underscores the critical role in tracking the long-term evolution of stresses and de-595

formation on and off the fault due to the nature of coupling and history dependence of596

the inelastic processes.597

Finally, Figure 8a-c illustrates the slip rate contours for both aseismic and co-seismic598

periods of the earthquake cycle for the first eight events. For the reference elastic case,599

shown in Figure 8a the first event is symmetric about the center point of the fault x =600

0. However, this initial symmetric solution is unstable to numerical perturbations and601

the nucleation of subsequent events is shifted to the right closer to the rheological tran-602

sition between the velocity strengthening and velocity weakening patches. Figure 8b shows603

case (I) with visco-plastic off-fault rheology and c = 47 (MPa). We observe this for the604

high cohesion case, the overall response remains very similar to the elastic case with mi-605

nor variations in the peak slip rate values. Plasticity accumulation during dynamic rup-606
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Figure 8. Sequences of earthquakes and aseismic slip for a bulk with visco-plastic

rheology versus one that is linear elastic. (a) Time history of the slip rate contours in the

elastic case. The sequence of earthquakes is periodic. (b) Time history of the slip rate contours

for case (I) with cohesion c = 47 (MPa). The plasticity accumulation affects the seismic pattern

minimally. (c) Time history of the slip rate contours for case (II) with cohesion c = 25 (MPa).

The aseismic plastic deformations result in emergence of initial complexity in the earthquake

cycle with varying nucleation sites, smaller nucleation size, and irregular seismic pattern rather

than periodicity of individual events as in the elastic case. In the contour plots, the fault length

is normalized by the nucleation size, time is given by simulation time steps, and the outermost

dashed black lines indicate the onset of the creeping regions.

ture introduces a dissipative mechanism that slightly limits the evolution of peak slip607

rate. Figure 8c shows case (II) with visco-plastic off-fault rheology and c = 25 (MPa).608

The lower cohesion contributes to inelastic strain accumulation during the aseismic phases,609

which affects the nucleation process of the earthquake events. Accordingly, we observe610

the emergence of irregular pattern during the first few events of the sequence. This ir-611

regularity manifests primarily in the nucleation process where the nucleation size and612

location vary across the first four events. Apparently, this irregular pattern is limited613

only to the initial stages of the earthquake cycle in association with the increased aseis-614

mic plastic strain accumulation during that period as shown in Figure 6d-f. Beyond the615

first four events the earthquakes converge to a statistical steady state of periodic events616

similar to case (I) although the details of the dynamic rupture and plastic strain accu-617

mulation remain different as discussed in the previous sections.618

Figure 9a-d expands on the above discussion by demonstrating the accumulation619

of slip for the first eight events comparing case (I) and case (II). For case (I) with larger620

cohesion, shown in Figure 9a, the fault experiences a sequence of periodic events that621

nucleates on the right portion of the fault, and propagate primarily to the left edge of622

the VW segment. Focusing on the zoomed-in Figure 9b, during the first event we ob-623

serve slight slip deficit accumulation as rupture propagates (highlighted in 9b with black624

arrow). This slip deficit corresponds to the extent of the plastic strain accumulation in625

the first event. It reflects the fact that with off-fault plasticity the deformation is par-626

titioned between slip on the fault and inelasticity in the bulk. Case (II), with lower co-627

hesion, experience a more complex behavior during the early stages of the earthquake628

cycle. The nucleation sites and size change as the off-fault material experience plastic629

strain accumulation during the aseismic portion of the cycle as shown in Figure 9c. Sim-630

ilar to case (I) we observe signatures of slip irregularities that occur as inelastic strains631
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Figure 9. A comparison of slip accumulation for case (I) with cohesion c = 47

(MPa) vs slip accumulation for case (II) with cohesion c = 25 (MPa). Slip during aseis-

mic period (blue) is plotted every 0.05 years. Slip during the coseismic period (red) is plotted

every 0.001 s. Slip during intermediate stages (black) is plotted every 10 s. (a) Slip contours for

case (I) showing smooth slip accumulation profile with minimal slip deficit generated during the

dynamic rupture phases of the earthquake cycle. (b) Slip contours for case (II) showing the ac-

cumulation of slip deficit within the creeping regions of the fault, as well as, during the dynamic

rupture phases, due to the partitioning of deformation between on-fault slip and off-fault plastic

strain. Furthermore, the accumulation of off-fault plastic strains during the aseismic period re-

sults in an initially complex seismic pattern.
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are accumulated during dynamic rupture (shown in Figure 9d). Moreover, we observe632

slip deficits in the creeping region of the fault. Overall, the slip profile for case (II) shows633

a rougher slip accumulation along the fault compared to the smoother profile observed634

for case (I).635

5 Discussion636

We have developed an efficient framework to account for off-fault plastic response637

for sequence of earthquakes and aseismic slip for 2-D half-spaces separated by a rate-and-638

state planar fault. The proposed computational framework account for inertial effects639

during coseismic phases of the earthquake cycle, hence, incorporating the role of wave-640

madiated stress transfer on the off-fault plastic deformations during dynamic rupture.641

We considered a Drucker-Prager model and introduced a visco-plastciity formulation for642

numerical regularization.643

Our framework couples finite element (FEM) with a spectral boundary integral equa-644

tion (SBIE) methods allowing for computational domain truncation without loss of ac-645

curacy. The incorporation of finite element allows for the inclusion of material nonlin-646

earity, such as viscoplasticity, within a finite-width strip while still benefiting from the647

computational efficiency of spectral boundary integral approach in handling the exte-648

rior half spaces. Additionally, the incorporation of SBIE enables the modeling of unbounded649

domains. Prior to this work, off-fault plasticity has been considered in the context of SEAS650

using domain based approaches, resorting to extreme domain truncation (e.g. a strip-651

like model), imperfect absorbing boundaries, or modeling purely quasi-dynamic behav-652

ior to reduce the computational cost. While the prior studies have provided important653

insights into the potential effects of nonlinear rheology on the seismic response, differ-654

ent approximations adopted previously might have introduced artifacts that influenced655

the conclusions. For example, the static stress field in a strip-like model is substantially656

different from the static stress field in an unbounded domain and this may be important657

for modeling aseismic deformation. Imperfect absorbing boundary condition, especially658

if imposed close to the fault, may introduce artificial wave reflections that influence the659

dynamic rupture characteristics as well as the plastic strain accumulation. A purely quasi-660

dynamic approach neglects wave-mediated stress transfer and may result in lower peak661

slip rates and rupture propagation speeds which in turn may qualitatively change the662

off-fault plastic strain accumulation. The framework described in this paper provides a663

step towards an integrated methodology that could potentially alleviate some of the re-664

strictions associated with domain-based modeling.665

For this initial study, the application of our algorithm has had two main themes:666

(i) exploring how the initial angle of maximum compressive principal stress Ψ affects the667

accumulation of inelastic strains, and consequently the fault response, and (ii) investi-668

gating how altering the yield stress through varying the cohesion influences the fault re-669

sponse through plasticity accumulation within the different phases of the earthquake cy-670

cle. Both themes have been explored before in the context of single dynamic rupture sim-671

ulations (Templeton & Rice, 2008; Dedontney et al., 2011; Dunham et al., 2011). A ma-672

jor contribution of this paper is revisiting this problem within the framework of earth-673

quake sequence modeling to assess the role of co-evolution of fault slip and off-fault plas-674

ticity on the characteristic of seismic and aseismic slip over long time scales independent675

of the initial state.676

For the four different Ψ values at relatively high yield stress with c = 47 (MPa),677

our simulations reveal that inelastic strain primarily accumulates during dynamic rup-678

ture when the deformation gradients are sufficiently sharp enough at the crack tip to al-679

low for the onset of yielding. The location and magnitude of the plastic strain change680

as we vary Ψ. Particularly, the plasticity accumulation occurs at the extensional side for681

Ψ = 45◦, 35◦, 25◦, and the magnitude decrease as Ψ decrease. Initial studies by (Andrews,682
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2005; Duan, 2008) on off-fault co-seismic plasticity accumulation suggested that for Ψ =683

45◦ inelastic deformations are localized with the extensional side of the fault. (Templeton684

& Rice, 2008; Dunham et al., 2011) later demonstrated that the initial choice of Ψ al-685

ters the location of plasticity, and that at lower Ψ ≤ 25 inelastic deformations are ob-686

served in the congressional side. In the context of SEAS, (Tal & Faulkner, 2022) stud-687

ied the plasticity accumulation for planar and rough faults using a domain-based approach688

on a smaller domain considering Ψ = 45◦ and demonstrated plasticity accumulation689

in the extensional side of the fault during the dynamic rupture phases of the simulations.690

Thus, in the absence of aseismic plasticity accumulation, our results are in a qualitative691

agreement with previous studies of single dynamic ruptures and a special class of SEAS692

models (Tal & Faulkner, 2022).693

However, our findings related to the influence of aseismic plastic strain accumu-694

lation, in the case with lower cohesion c = 25 (MPa) are particularly novel in the sense695

that previous studies have considered yielding to occur only when the slip rate is suf-696

ficiently large. Here, we observe spontaneous evolution of off-fault plasticity during both697

seismic and aseismic phases. The aseismic plasticity observed in this study is due to the698

stress concentration associated with aseismic slip creeping into the locked regions of the699

fault. At lower cohesion values, plasticity may accumulate aseismically while the slip rate700

is low and this strongly influenced the the earthquake cycle and subsequent co-seismic701

plastic strain accumulation. For the set of parameters we considered in this study, we702

observe that aseismic plasticity may be limited to the early stages of the earthquake cy-703

cle. Nonetheless, this aseismic plastic strain accumulation produce persistent underly-704

ing stress heterogeneity that cause the inelastic deformations during dynamic phases to705

deviate from traditional damage patterns observed in individual dynamic rupture sim-706

ulations. Mainly, we observe that plasticity may accumulate in both extensional and com-707

pressional sides of the off-fault bulk even at Ψ = 45◦. Furthermore, the evolution of the708

plastic strain and depletion of plasticity later in the cycle suggests that it is important709

to consider the full deformation history before modeling plasticity in a given event. This710

is not surprising since plasticity is a history-dependent process.711

In this initial study, we have focused on viscoplasticity as an idealization of isotropic712

densely distributed microcracking in the rock mass. However, more comprehensive con-713

stitutive modeling frameworks for quasi-brittle damage exist and may be more appro-714

priate for modeling inelastic processes in fault zones. For example, we have not consid-715

ered the well-documented feedback between damage accumulation and healing and changes716

in the elastic wave speed. Such feedback may be captured using continuum damage mod-717

els (Thomas & Bhat, 2018; Xu et al., 2015; Lyakhovsky et al., 1997; Hamiel et al., 2004;718

Lyakhovsky et al., 2016; Kurzon et al., 2019). Damage formulations bring additional com-719

putational complexity for SEAS modeling. Thus, efficient algorithms such as FEBE may720

offer an attractive tool in handling them in the future compared to the computationally721

taxing domain-based approaches. Ultimately, rock damage emerge due to a combination722

of discrete and continuum processes operating at different scales and resulting in dam-723

age distributions with different levels of anisotropy(Ma & Elbanna, 2019; Ben-Zion &724

Sammis, 2003). Modeling this complex evolutionary system will be the focus of future725

research.726

Future extensions of this work may include exploring the implication of off-fault727

inelastic strain accumulation on fault maturity. Moreover, incorporating complex fault728

topologies including nonplanar faults as well as branched fault systems, are important729

next steps.730
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6 Conclusion731

We present an efficient algorithm for modeling earthquake simulations of sequences732

of earthquakes and aseismic slip in 2-D inplane setting with off-fault viscoplastic rheol-733

ogy. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:734

1. For models with higher yield strength, plasticity accumulation occurs during the735

dynamic rupture phase and primarily localize in the extensional side for larger val-736

ues of the angle of most compressive stress, 25◦ ≤ Ψ ≤ 45◦, but it shifts to ac-737

cumulate mainly on the compressional side for Ψ = 15◦.738

2. Increasing the closeness to failure by reducing cohesion leads to the accumulation739

of off-fault inelasticity beyond the co-seismic phase and during the aseismic slip.740

3. For Ψ = 45◦ and lower cohesion, co-seismic plastic strain accumulates in both741

the extensional and compressional sides of the fault. The unexpected accumula-742

tion on the compression side is due to the residual normal stress changes result-743

ing from aseismic creep and off-fault plastic deformations during the interseismic744

period.745

4. For the parameters investigated in this work, plasticity accumulation during aseis-746

mic phases was found to be limited to the first few events in the seismic cycle. Dur-747

ing that period, aseismic plasticity impacts both the earthquake hypocenter lo-748

cation and nucleation size.749

5. Even in the cases where aseismic plasticity becomes negligible later in the sequence,750

its impact on normal stress redistribution in the bulk is long-lived and may per-751

sistently influence the co-seismic plastic strain distribution leading to plasticity752

patterns that may contrast what is typically observed in simulations of individ-753

ual dynamic ruptures.754
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Appendix A Finite Element Method1026

The fault discontinuity implementation in the FEM is based on the domain decom-1027

position approach outlined in (Aagaard et al., 2013). In this approach, the fault surface1028

is considered to be an interior boundary between two domains with + and − sides. The1029

slip on the fault produces equal and opposite tractions on each of those sides, represented1030

by a Lagrange multiplier. It follows that the weak form representation of this problem1031

is give by:1032

−
∫
V

σijϕi,jdV +

∫
ST

TiϕidS −
∫
V

ρüiϕidV −
∫
Sf+

T f+

i ϕidS +

∫
Sf−

T f−

i ϕidS = 0 (A1)1033

where ϕ is the weighting function. The integral along Sf accounts for the Lagrange mul-1034

tipliers (tractions) on the fault surfaces. T f+

i = σijn
+
j and T f−

i = σijn
−
j where n+j1035

and n−j are the fault normals for the positive and negative sides of the faults respectively.1036

These boundary tractions are associated with the slip constraint on the fault shown in1037

expression (11) and are imposed via Lagrange multipliers.1038

To account for the coupling between the FEM and SBI equation within the finite1039

element formulation, we proceed as follows. We impose the tractions τSBI that accounts1040

for the existence of the half-spaces as Neumann boundary conditions for the FEM strip.1041

The value of τSBI is provided through the SBI formulation as will be discussed shortly.1042

This ensures continuity of traction at the outer interfaces. Since the nodes along the outer1043

interfaces share the same kinematic degrees of freedom between the virtual strip and the1044

adjacent half-space, continuity of displacements is also automatically satisfied. Altogether,1045
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this leads to the following system of equations:1046

−
∫
V

σijϕi,jdV +

∫
S+
SBI

τ+,SBI
i ϕidS −

∫
S−
SBI

τ−,SBI
i ϕidS −

∫
V

ρüiϕidV1047

−
∫
Sf+

T f+

i ϕidS +

∫
Sf−

T f−

i ϕidS = 0 (A2)1048

1049 ∫
Sf

ϕk
[
Rki(u

+
i − u

−
i )− δk

]
= 0 (A3)1050

Expressions (A1) and (A3) may be discretized using a Galerkin approach. Accordingly,1051

we express the test function ϕ, trial solution u , Lagrange multipliers T f , fault slip δk,1052

and SBI tractions τSBI as linear combinations of basis function N(x):1053

ϕ =
∑
m

wmNm(xi), u =
∑
n

unNn(xi), T f =
∑
p

T f
p Np(xi),1054

τSBI =
∑
s

τSBI
s Ns(xi), δ =

∑
p

δpNp(xi) (A4)1055

The subscripts denote the number of basis functions, where n is the number of functions1056

associated with the domain displacements, p is the number of functions associated with1057

fault surface, m is the number of basis functions for the test solutions, and s denotes the1058

functions associated with the SBI degree of freedoms. In the presented numerical mod-1059

els, linear Lagrange basis functions are utilized for the spatial discretization of the sim-1060

ulated domain. Noting that the tractions on the fault are equal in magnitude, the weak1061

form is transformed into:1062

−
∫
V

∇NT
m · σ(t)dV +

∫
S+
SBI

NT
mNs+τ

SBI
s+ (t)dS −

∫
S−
SBI

NT
mNs−τ

SBI
s− (t)dS1063

−
∫
Sf+

NT
mNpT

f
p (t)dS +

∫
Sf−

NT
mNpT

f
p dS =

∫
V

ρNT
mNmdV ün (A5)1064

1065 ∫
Sf

NT
p

[
Rpn(Nnu

+
n (t)−Nnu

−
n (t))−Npδp(t)

]
dS = 0 (A6)1066

Assuming that the fault surface is aligned with the domain coordinate system these ex-1067

pressions are converted to a more compact matrix notation as:1068

Mü(t) +Ku(t) + LT
s τ

SBI(t) + LTT f (t) = F(t) (A7)1069

1070

Lu(t) = D(t) (A8)1071

In this problem, the unknowns are the bulk displacement un, the fault tractions (Lagrange1072

multipliers) T f , and SBI tractions τSBI . On the fault surface Sf , we prescribe slip δ based1073

on explicit time integration of the slip rate. The fault tractions are then solved for as1074

part of the unknowns in the linear system of equations (A7) and (A8).The fault consti-1075

tutive law then dictates the dependency of the fault tractions on the slip rate and state1076

variable, which we utilize to solve for the slip rate and march forward in time once we1077

obtain the solution for the fault tractions.1078

Appendix B Spectral Boundary Integral Method1079

The boundary integral method has been used extensively since the mid-1980s to1080

study the propagation of cracks (Aliabadi, 1997; Barbot, 2018). The main advantage of1081

this method is that it eliminates the need to study wave propagation in the entire do-1082

main by using integral relationships between the displacement discontinuities and trac-1083

tions along the crack path (Day et al., 2005). The spectral formulation of this method1084

gives an exact form of such a relationship in the Fourier domain. We use the spectral1085
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formulation introduced in (P. Geubelle & Rice, 1995), where the elastodynamic analy-1086

sis of each half-space is carried out separately. In view of the hybrid method, where SBI1087

equation constitutes a boundary condition to the FEM model through tractions τSBI ,1088

we focus the description on modeling a half-space. For brevity, we restrict our discus-1089

sion to the anti-plane formulation of the SBI scheme. However, we note that the formu-1090

lation of the independent SBI equation for a three-dimensional (3-D) domain may be read-1091

ily incorporated in the hybrid scheme (Breitenfeld & Geubelle, 1998). The relationship1092

between the traction τi and the resulting displacements at the boundary of a half-space1093

may be expressed as:1094

τ±i (x1, t) = τ0±i (x1, t)∓ ηiu̇±i (x1, t)± f
±
i (x1, t) (B1)1095

where, τ0i (x1, t) is the traction that would be present on the surface, ± represents up-1096

per and lower half plane. η1 = µ/cs, η2 = µcp/c
2
s, where cs and cp are the shear and1097

pressure wave speeds respectively. The terms ηiu̇i represent radiation damping. f±i (x1, t)1098

is a functional given by the space time convolution of the fundamental elastodynamic1099

solution with prior history of slip along the half plane surface. It account for the wave-1100

mediated stress transfer, and is computed in the Fourier domain. For the more interested1101

reader, we refer to (P. Geubelle & Rice, 1995; P. H. Geubelle & Breitenfeld, 1997; Bre-1102

itenfeld & Geubelle, 1998; Ma et al., 2018).1103
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